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Abstract
We analyze a class of stochastic and dynamic vehicle routing problems in which
demands arrive randomly over time and the objective is minimizing waiting time. In
our previous work ([6], [7]), we analyzed this problem for the case of uniformly
distributed demand locations and Poisson arrivals. In this paper, using quite different
techniques, we are able to extend our results to the more realistic case where
demand locations have an arbitrary continuous distribution and arrivals follow only a
general renewal process. Further, we improve significantly the best known lower
bounds for this class of problems and construct policies that are provably within a
small constant factor relative to the optimal solution. We show that the leading
behavior of the optimal system time has a particularly simple form that offers
important structural insight into the behavior of the system. Moreover, by
distinguishing two classes of policies our analysis shows an interesting dependence of
the system performance on the demand distribution.
GENERAL DEMAND DISTRIBUTION; GENERAL INTERARRIVAL TIMES; BOUNDS; HEURISTICS
AMS 1991 SUBJECT CLASSIFICATION: PRIMARY 60D05
SECONDARY 60K25, 60K3(

1. Introduction
Dynamic vehicle routing problems occur when one has to visit customers
(demands) that arrive sequentially over time. The objective is to schedule these
visits in a way that is economical, yet also provides an acceptable service level (wait
for delivery or service). Because future demand is often uncertain, it is natural to
view the sequence of arrivals in dynamic vehicle routing problems as a stochastic
process. That is, at time t we know the location and age of all demands that have
arrived before time t, but we have only a probabilistic characterization of future
demand locations and arrival times. In addition, if the planning horizon is
sufficiently long (as in the day-to-day operation of a distribution facility), we may
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view the problem as that of finding a stationarypolicy for schedulingvehicles that
minimizes a time average cost over an infinite horizon. In such a setting, the
economical delivery objective corresponds to minimizing the average distance
traveled per demand served, while the service-level objective corresponds to
minimizingthe averagewait for deliveryor service.
There are many practicalsettings in which such problemsarise. Any distribution
systemthat receives orders in real time and makes deliveriesbased on these orders
(courier services, deliveries of flowers, pizza, etc.) is a clear candidate. Other
applicationsinclude scheduling repair crews to service geographicallydispersed
failures. Examples of this type include repairingelectric utility networks, contract
maintenanceof customerpremise equipment by computer and telecom equipment
vendors, and road and highway maintenance. Distributionof finished goods from
factories to retailersis a third importantapplicationarea. Arrivals in this context
correspond to the completion of a unit at the factory that is designated for a
particularretailer. In this case, the average waiting time representsa service level
and, for a fixed productionrate, a measure of the average inventory held in the
distribution channel. A specific example is the delivery of automobiles from
assembly plants to local dealers. We refer the reader to the excellent general
discussion in [17] and to the more specific discussions in [6] and [7] for more
backgroundon dynamicvehicle routingproblems.
1.1. The dynamic traveling repairman problem (DTRP). In [6] and [7] we

analyzeda versionof a dynamicvehicle routingproblem, which we call the dynamic
traveling repairman problem (DTRP). Demands arrive according to a Poisson
process to a Euclidean service region, and their locations are independent and
uniformlydistributedthroughoutthe service region. (These locations are random
only in the sense mentionedabove; namelythat at time t we know with certaintythe
locationsof demandsthat arrivedbefore time t, but future demand locations form
an i.i.d. sequence.) At each location, the vehicle serving the demand must spend
some amount of time in on-site service. We assume this time is a generally
distributed,i.i.d. randomvariablefor all demandsthat is realizedonly when service
is completed. The objective is to find a stationarypolicy It for routingone or more
vehicles that travel at constant velocity so that the average system time (wait for
completionof service), T,, is minimized;that is, we seek a policy that maximizesthe
level of serviceprovidedby the fleet of vehicles.
For the DTRP, we found policies that were provablyoptimal in light trafficand
policies that had system times whose ratio to the optimum system time, T*, were
provablywithina constantfactor in heavy traffic.The best of these later policies, the
so-calledmodifiedTSP policy [7], has a guaranteeof T,/T* ' 3-6. In [7] we also extended the model to the case where vehicles have an upper bound q on the number of demandsthey can serve before havingto returnto a given depot location.
1.2. Overview and contribution of this paper. In this paper, we extend the

analysis of the DTRP to the case where demand locations are distributedto an
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arbitrary, continuous density defined over the service region and arrivals form a
general renewal process. (See Section 2 for formal definitions and assumptions.)
These extensions are important for both practical and theoretical reasons. In
practice, one rarely encounters uniformly distributed locations; therefore, to
actually use such models, an understanding of the problem cost and solution
structure under general distributions is essential. Further, while the Poisson arrival
assumption may be appropriate for certain repair systems, other applications (e.g.
finished goods distribution from assembly plants) have either more or less variable
interarrival times: therefore, it is important to understand to what extent the results
hold for non-Poisson arrivals.
From a theoretical perspective, these generalizations are also quite challenging. In
our previous analysis, uniformity and PASTA [20] were heavily exploited. We are
therefore forced to develop new proof techniques that do not rely on these
properties. These new techniques are introduced and developed in Section 3. This
new approach has the added benefit of strengthening the lower bound on T* by a
factor of 2. Thus, we are able to improve our heavy traffic guarantee for the
modified TSP policy to T,/T* 1-8, which brings the guarantee into a more
practical range. Indeed, we conjecture that the modified TSP policy is asymptotically optimal in heavy traffic.
These extensions also reveal interesting structural properties of the problem that
are not apparent in the uniform case. Specifically, it turns out that we need to
distinguish between policies that provide the same level of service (i.e. mean waiting
time) for all locations, which we call spatially unbiased policies, and those which
may produce waiting times that vary with location, which we call spatially biased
policies. We fully characterize these two behaviors and construct policies that are
provably good for both in Section 4. In Section 5, we compare these two behaviors
and show that there is always an increase in the optimal system time if one requires
spatially unbiased service. Further, this gap widens as the distribution of locations
becomes 'less uniform'.
We re-examine the lower bounds in Section 6 and show that they are as tight as
possible given the information used in their derivation. Thus, one can improve this
bound only by exploiting more of the problem's vehicle routing structure. Finally, in
Section 7 we briefly mention some other extensions to the case of capacitated
vehicle and higher-dimensional spaces. In Section 8, we give our conclusions.
2. Notation and definitions
2.1. Problem definition. A total of m identical vehicles operates in a service
region d c R2. Vehicles travel at a constant, finite velocity v. Demands arrive to s
according to a stationary renewal process with intensity A. A demand's location
becomes known at its arrival epoch, and it stays at its location until a vehicle visits it
and completes its on-site service. We make the following assumptions in the model:
1.

c: R2 is closed and bounded.
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2. Interarrival times have finite variance a2 and Laplace transform A*(s).
3. On-site service times {s,; i 1} are generally distributed i.i.d. random variables with finite first and second moments denoted by s and s2 respectively.
4. Demand locations {Xi; i 1} are i.i.d. and distributed according to a continuous density f(x) which satisfies

.
P{Xi

E

} = f (x)
c_ dx

VY

d

and

f(x)

dx = 1.

5. The density f(x) is K-Lipschitz,

KIIx-y

If(x)-f(Y)l

(1)

Vx, y e i,

and bounded above and below,
0<f

(2)

f(x)f<

oo,

Vxe

.

A policy for routing the vehicles is said to be stable if the expected number of
demands in the system is bounded uniformly for all times t. If a policy is stable,
p-= /m is the fraction of total vehicle time spent in on-site service. The term
heavy traffic denotes the condition p-> 1. We let W denote the mean waiting time
and T = W + s denote the mean system time (wait in queue plus on-site service) of a
randomly selected demand.
Let X denote the subset of all stable, stationary policies ,u with the following
properties:
P1. Decisions are taken only at service completion epochs except for vehicles that
are at a designated depot location x(, in which case there is no restriction on
the timing of decisions.
P2. A decision consists exclusively of choosing to visit either one of the demands
in the system or to visit (or remain at) the fixed depot location xo.
P3. Let W(x) be the waiting time conditioned on a random arrival's location
being x; that is W(x) E[Wi Xi = x]. Then the policy provides normalized
waiting times that are bounded and smooth; specifically, the function
(3)

V(x) -

W(x)

satisfies 0 < p '- p(x) <? < oo and is K-Lipschitz for all 0 < p < 1 when f(x)
is similarly bounded and K-Lipschitz.
Several characteristics of the class M are worth examining. First, we need a depot
location for two reasons: to ensure that there is always a decision available at each
completion epoch, and to ensure that there is some location where the vehicle can
remain idle if the system is empty. The fact that a vehicle can be idle only at the
depot xo turns out to be an important property for our subsequent analysis. Second,
P3 requires that the policy provide local waiting times W(x) that do not vary
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abruptlywith changes in location x and are bounded relative to the system-wide
expected waiting time W. Again, this is needed primarilyfor technical reasons,
though it is arguablya naturalcharacteristicof most practicalpolicies. Indeed, by
definition(see below), W(x)= W for any spatially unbiased policy and thus P3 is
triviallysatisfiedfor all such policies; however, in the spatiallybiased case, we must
restricte to only those policies which satisfy P3. We remarkthat in the uniform
demandcase discussedin [6] and [7], we allowed a more general class of policies in
which vehicles can wait at any location x and change destinationsat any time and
smoothnessof t(x) was not required. Finally, we note that since the velocity v is
finite and the location distributionis continuous,service completionsare sequential
(i.e. service completionsdo not occur simultaneously).
Letting T7denote the system time of a particularpolicy / E M, then the DTRP is
the problemof findinga policy , *, if one exists, such that
T*. = inf {T, I P E }.

We let T* denote the infimumon the right-handside above. A policy A for which
T,/T* is bounded has a constant factor guarantee. If lim,p_ (T,/T*) is bounded,

then the policy /i has a constantfactor guaranteein heavy traffic.

2.2. Spatiallybiased and unbiasedpolicies. We shall also need two definitions
mentionedinformallyabove and in Section 1. In these definitions,Xi is the location
of a randomlychosen demandand W,is its waitingtime.
Definition1. A policy fi E J is spatiallyunbiasedif
E[Wi Xi,E]=W

Vy c

.

Definition2. A policy uE Jt is spatiallybiasedif there exists sets Y1, S2c_
that
E[W IXi eS]>E[W
Recalling that W(x)

E[W, IXi =x],

such

IXi E 21.

observe that for spatially unbiased policies

W = W(x) for all x as mentioned above. For a spatiallybiased policy W and W(x)
are relatedonly by

W= f W(x)f(x) dx.
2.3. Spatial queues on subsets of R2. We associate a queue with every y c R2,

referredto as a spatialqueue, by consideringS to be a 'blackbox' that has arrivals
(demands arriving to Y) and departures (service completions within Y). Let
p(Y) = ff(x) dx denote the probability that an arrival falls in the set Y,
A.(Y)=Ap(Y) denote the arrival rate to Y, and N(Y) denote the time average
numberof demandsin the queue 9. Note that since all demandsare located in i,
f ) for all sets Y. In particular,the total time average number in
N(Y) = N(Y n
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queue, N, is given by N = N(s). The waitingtime in S9is denoted W(Y) and given
by
= f W(x)f (x I x, e Y) dx.

W(Y) = E[W X, E
We define

p f(x) f(x)?(x).

(4)

The function q(x) is interpreted as the time-average density of demands in the
systemin the sense that
N(Y) = NJ +(x) dx,

(5)

for any y c I2. To see this we use the definitionof )(x) and Little's theorem, and
note that
N(Y) = A(Y)W(Y)
=[

f (x) dx][

=A

W(x)
~.
W
(x)

= NJ

(x) dx.

W(x)f (x X, E 9) dx]
dx

3. Heavy trafficlower bounds
In this section, we derive our main lower bounds on T*. We begin by proving
some lemmas related to spatial queues in the system that culminate in a generic
lower bound on T*. We then specialize this bound to the spatially biased and
unbiasedcases to arriveat our main lower bounds.
3.1. Preliminary lemmas and bounds

3.1.1. Preliminarylemmas. Our first lemma shows that qp(x)has the interpretation
of a densityfunctionand that it is both bounded and smooth.
Lemma1. For any stable policy satisfyingpropertyP3, the function ?5(x)satisfies
(6)
(7)

If

?(x)

and p(x) is bounded, 0 < q '- +(x) '

(x)dx = 1
0

4<

Vx E i,
oo, and K-Lipschitz.

Proof. The firstpart, (6)-(7), follows directlyfrom the definitionof ?(x) and the
fact that N(s) = N and N(.) is always positive. Boundednessof ?p(x)is due to the
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boundednessof f(x) and V(x). The K-Lipschitzconditionfollows by noting that
If(x)4'(x) -f(y)V(y)

-

= If(x)((x)p(y))

<fK Ilx-yll , +

(y)(f(y)

-f(x))l

K Ix- yll = K' llx -yll.

In our proof of the lower bounds we will need to relate the expected numberof
demandsleft behindby a randomdeparturefrom a small area Y9to the time-average
numberin queue N(Sy). Our next lemma gives us this relationship.
Let the randomvariablesY(Y) denote an interarrivaltime of the queue Y9.Note
that arrivalsto Y represent a thinning of the renewal process to the entire region
and thus Y(9) is a geometric sum of interarrivaltimes. Therefore, the Laplace
transformAl (s) of the resulting,renewalprocess is given by
(8)

A*(s)

A*(s)p(1S)
A*(s)p(.Y)

where p(Y)= fyff(x) dx is the probability that an arrival falls in the set Y. In
particular the coefficient of variation c, = Var [A ]/(E[A ])2 is
1),

CA,= 1 +p(Y)(C2-

(9)

where c2 is the coefficientof variationof the interarrivaltime of the originalrenewal
process.
Let n+(Y), a randomvariable, denote the number of demands left behind by a
randomdeparturefrom Y and n(Y) denote the numberof demands in queue at a
randomepoch. Since service is sequential, this is a well-definedrandom variable.
Define N+(Y)-=E[n+(Y)]

Let W(Y) denote the

and recall N(9)-=E[n(Y)].

expected waitingtime in this queue. We are primarilyinterested in small balls and
thus we define 6(x, z) to be the set of points within a distance of z from a given
locationx (i.e. C6(x,z) = {y I II -xll
z)}).
If the arrival process is Poisson, then from the PASTA property (see [20]),
n+(Y) =d n(Y) and thus N+(9) = N(9). In the next lemma we address the relation

of N+(Y) to N(Y) in heavy trafficfor = I(x, z), general renewal processes and
small z. Intuitively, for small z, the probabilityp(Y) tends to zero and thus the
coefficientof variationc2, tends to 1, i.e. the resultingrenewalprocess approachesa
Poisson process for which we can apply PASTA. We formalizethis as follows.
Lemma 2. For any stable policy satisfying P3, as p-> 1,
c2 - 1

N+(C(x, z)) = Np(x)Jrz2 + f (x) C

rz2 + No(z2).

Proof. In general, the expected number of customers in the system left by a
departingcustomerdepends on the service disciplinewhen the arrivalprocess is not
Poisson. Bertsimasand Nakazato [4] prove that in general queueing systems with
renewalinputs, the expected numberof customersin the system left by a departing
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customer satisfies in heavy traffic:
2

(

a

N+ =N+

2

+ o(),

where the term o(1) goes to zero exponentially fast as p-> 1, and c2 is the squared
coefficients of variation in the input process, i.e. in heavy traffic N+ does not
depend on the service discipline. Applying this relation to the queue 6(x, z) we
obtain that
N+((C(x, z)) = N(C6(x, z)) +

+ o(1)

C'

(10)

22
= N((x,

z)) +p((x,

Z))

A2

+ o(l),

where we have used (9).
By assumption, f(x) is K-Lipschitz and thus -K IIy- xl +f(x)
xl +f(x), which leads to
f(x)rz2-

K

f(y) dy

r2jrrdr 'p(C((x, z))=
()

<

f(x)nz2

-f(y) < K j y -

K

r2r dr,
J()

(x,z)

and thus
2Jr
f(x)Jrz2 -_- Kz3 p(C(x, z))

2Jir
f (x)Jrz2 + -2 Kz3

i.e.
(11)

p('(x,

z)) =f(x)Jrz2 + o(z2).

Similarly, since N(6(x, z)) = N fS(x,)
Lipschitz,
(12)

N(((x,

(y) dy, and by Lemma 1, +(y)

z)) = N((x).7z2

is K-

+ No(z2).

Substituting (11), (12) into (10) proves the lemma.
3.1.2. Preliminary lower bounds. We now combine the above results to derive an
important lemma relating the expected nearest-neighbor distance at a completion
epoch to N, the average number in queue. Let di denote the distance traveled from
demand i to the next demand served after i; that is, the distance the serving vehicle
travels after departing from i. Let Z* denote the distance from the server to either
the depot or the closest unserved demand (whichever is smaller) at the completion
epoch of demand i (the 'nearest neighbor' distance). Then we have the following
result.
Lemma 3. For any stable policy satisfying P1 and P2, E[Z*] < E[di] and therefore
lim E[di]
E[Z*] - lim
E[Z*] - i--oo
i--o-

d.
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Proof. PropertiesP1 and P2 imply that Z* is the decision that minimizesdi for all
i and thus the above follows.
Findinga bound on E[Z*] will thus provide a bound on E[d]. Such a bound is
providedby the followingkey lemma.
Lemma4. For any stable policy satisfyingP3,

F

23V7J J 4-'(x)f(x)

lim VNE[Z*]

N-.*

dx.

Proof. Considera randomlytagged demand arrivingat location X and condition
on the event {X = x}. Define c(x) = N7r(x) and let @(N) = {I x --x(01
lx
c-l(x)}
denote the set of points x within a radius c-2(x) of the location x(. There are two
cases to consider:
Case 1: x 0 23(N). Recall that n+(C(x, z)) denotes the numberof demandsin the
set W(x,z) at the completionepoch of our tagged demand, and observe that as long
as the depot Xois outside the ball 6(x, z),
z | X = x) = P(n+(C(x, z) > 0) < N+(q(x, z)),

P(Z*

(13)

where the last inequality is due to the fact that n+(c(x, z)) is a non-negative,
integer-valuedrandomvariable. Consideringthe service completion of our tagged
demandas a departurefrom the queue TC(x,z), we thereforehave by Lemma2 and
the boundednessof f(x) that
N+(T(x, z))= N((x)jrz2 + 0(l)z2 + No(z2).

Substitutinginto the bound (13) implies
> 1 - N4(x)rz2
P(Z* > z | X = x)

- 0(1)z2 - No(z2).

Recalling that c(x) NJ(p(x), and the depot is outside the ball 6(x, z) for all
z _ c-2(x) when x 0 @(N) we have
E[Z*

P(Z*>z

=x]=
fx

_ fmax
C-(x)

p>
|

=

X=x)dz

{0, 1 - Nz2p(x)
(1 - c(X)Z2) dz

4-2(x)

-

-

(1)z2 - No(z2)} dz

c-i(x)

((l)z2

+ No(z2)) dz

o(N- ).

Case 2: x e 2(N). In this case n+(C(x, z)) = 0 does not imply Z* >z for all
z _ c- (x). Thus we use only the trivial bound
P(Z* > z X =x) o0.
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We now combine these two cases by unconditioning.First note that by Lemma 1,
?(x) >- VN, which implies fS(N) dx - 0(1/N). Therefore,
2
E[Z*] >

3/N-d

_=2
3 l-\

=3V

f

x)f(x)dx - o(N-2)

-((N)

-i(x)f(x
-if\ )dx-

dx]-o(N-)

dx - o(N-).

-?(x)f(x)

Multiplyingboth sides above by VN and taking the limit as N--oo proves the
lemma.
Remark. The proof above shows the contributionto the lower bound from the
points @(N) that are close to the depot is asymptoticallyinsignificant.Thus, though
we require a depot to ensure that decisions are well defined at each completion
epoch, its presence has no effect on the heavy trafficbounds.
Lemma4 can be used to prove the following intermediatebound on the optimal
system time T*.
Lemma 5. There exists a single constant y such that for all stable policies
satisfyingP1-P3,
[fp _-(x)f (x) dx]2
lim T(1 p)2 >

2 2
v m

p--l

and y 2/3Vt.
Proof. Considerthe following necessarycondition for stability
s+-

d m
v

-.

A

Using the fact that E[Z*]<-d for policies that satisfy P1 and P2 by Lemma 3,
multiplyingthe second term on the left-handside above by VN/IV and rearranging
implies
V (1 - p)

Amv

[

Note that since N is at least as large as the mean number in queue in the
correspondingGIG/m queue (i.e. the queue with v = oo), as p-- 1, we must have
N-- oo. Therefore taking the limit as p -- 1 (and consequently N-- oo) on both sides
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above and applyingLemma 4 we obtain
dx

,Jf-(x)f(x)
lim V (1 - p) y

mv

P--

where y > 2/3VrJ.Squaringboth sides and using T I W = N/A completes the proof.
3.2. A spatially unbiased lower bound. As mentioned, Lemma 5 is only an
intermediatebound since the functions?5(x)remainsunspecified.Determining p(x)
for the unbiasedcase gives us the first of our main heavy traffictheorems.
Theorem1. Withinthe class of spatiallyunbiasedpolicies satisfyingP1-P3,

lim T*( -p)22

p--->1

[

m v

2

x]

where y> 2/3V.
Proof. For a spatially unbiased policy, W(x) =W, Vx e s. Thus, p(x)=
x)=f(x). Substituting ?p(x)=f(x) into Lemma 5
W(x)/W= 1 and ?(x) = (x)f(x)
we obtain Theorem 1.
This theoremdiffersfrom the heavy trafficbound in [6] and [7] in several ways. In
one sense it is weakerbecause it is an asymptoticboundwhile our earlierboundsare
valid for all values of p < 1. However, it has several importantadvantages.First, it
applies to a general densityf(x) and general arrivalprocess ratherthan just to the
Poisson, uniformcase. Second, it improveson the constantvalue y by a factor of /2
and thus increasesover previouslower bound by a factor of 2.
3.3. A spatially biased lower bound. Theorem 1 gives an asymptoticbound for
the case where unbiased service is a constraint, perhaps imposed as a matter of
policy. What is the system time behavior when this constraint is relaxed? The
answer,in part, is providedby our second main theorem.
Theorem2. Withinthe class of spatiallybiased policies satisfyingP1-P3,
ffJ2

lim T*(1 - p)2y

p-l

() dx]

m22
m2v2

where y - 2/3\V.
Proof. Since no assumptionof unbiased service is made, we cannot determine
?p(x) as easily. However, consider the following minimizationproblem for the
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integralterm in Lemma5:
z* = min |f
subject to

(14)

-(x)f(x) dx
(x) dx = 1

?(x)W O.

Using the value z* as a lower bound on the integralterm in Lemma 5 will give us
Theorem 1.
Note that the objective functionis convex in f(x) and the constraintsare linear;
thus, (14) is a convex program. Relaxing the equality constraint above with a
multiplier,we obtain the followingLagrangiandual:
z*(t)=
(15)

min f 0(x,-(

(x)f(x)dx +a[

c(x)dx-1]

min [c>-?(x)f(x) + pi0(x)] dx -.
f J^ <(x)>O

By differentiatingthe integrandabove and setting it equal to zero, we see that a pair
(+*(x), M*) for which

(16)

- 2[*(x)]-

v x Es

(x) + ,* =O
*(x) dx =l

(17)

+*(x) 0
(18)
will satisfythe Kuhn-Tuckernecessaryconditionsfor optimality.One can verify by
substitutionthat
(19)
(20)

* = )
f(x)dx]
[(x
[*=
1

Iif(X)d

f(x)
]

is such a pair. The fact that (14) is a convex programimplies that these conditions
are also sufficientto assure global optimality. Substitutingthe value 0*(x) above
into Lemma5 gives us the theorem.
Remark. Note that even thoughwe did not requireit, the resulting f(x) above is
boundedsincef(x) is boundedand is K-Lipschitzsince

f (Y)l
If2(x)-f (Y)l = f - (x)f(x) - f - (Y)f

If-(y) f(x) -f--(y)f(y)I
f-1 If(x) -f(y)l ' K' lIx- y ,
where we have assumedwithoutloss of generalitythat f(x) -f(y).
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4. Heavy traffic policies
We next examine two policies that have provably good performance with respect
to the lower bounds of Theorems 1 and 2. The policies are modifications of policies
introduced in [6] and [7].
4.1. A provably good spatially unbiased policy. The spatially unbiased policy we
consider is defined as follows.
The unbiased (U) TSP policy. Let k be a fixed positive integer. From a central
point in the interior of X, subdivide the service region into k wedges
= 1/k, i = 1, 2, .** , k. (One could do this by
2' , ' -,
11,
*k such that fJ,f(x) dx
'sweeping' the region from the depot using an arbitrary starting ray until
f f(x) dx = 1/k, continuing the sweep until f f(x) dx = 1/k, etc.) Within each
subregion, form sets of size n/k (n is a parameter to be determined.) As sets are
formed, deposit them in a queue and service them FCFS with the first available
vehicle by solving a TSP on the set and following it in an arbitrary direction.
Optimize over n.
The following theorem shows that this unbiased policy is guaranteed to be within
about 80% of the optimal policy in heavy traffic.
Theorem 3. Let Tu be the optimal system time over the class of spatially unbiased
policies satisfying P1-P3. Then
p
1-8
as p --- 1.
^Tsu_<
TJ- 2y2
where p/
0-72 is the TSP constant in the Euclidean plane (see [3] and [11]).
Proof. We first obtain some moments for the random variable -, the time to
service a set. Let Li denote the length of the optimal TSP on a set in region i. Note
that
n
E[z] = k s+ - E E[Li].
k
v 1k

Observe that kf(x) is the conditional density in any given subregion. From the
asymptotic TSP results of [3] and [19], we can therefore assert that almost surely
lim n -"c

=

f f(x)dx

n

Ji,

and that E[Li]/Vn converges to this value as well. Thus,
E[T]

-

(n/k)
(21)

1

kE[L,]

vV&=i Vn
-s--P+

t
vV
v\

+f
s (x)d

f (x) dx
.
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To determine a2, consider the random variable L which is an equiprobable
selection from the set of random variables {Li,
*, L }. That is, L is the random
variable such that
2=

Since Var L, = O(l)(1/k)

(22)

1
n
1
2 + 2Var [L =
2+ Var L,.
k
v
k
ki=
(see Karp and Steele [13]) we obtain

(n
(nlk)

=

+

n.+[

We will use (21) and (22) shortly.
Note that each region independently generates its own arrival stream of sets and
thus the input to the resulting queue of sets is the superposition of k renewal
processes, one from each region. (A queue is denoted E GI/G/m if its input process
is the superposition of k independent renewal processes (not necessarily identical).)
We analyze this resulting queue using the following theorem of Iglehart and Whitt.
Theorem 4 (Iglehart and Whitt [10]). Consider an m-server queue fed by the
superposition of k renewal processes. Let 1/Ai and Uo2 denote, respectively, the
mean and variance of the interarrival time of the ith renewal process, i =
1, 2, * *, k,. Let 1/pj and a2 denote the mean and variance, respectively, of the
service times at server j = 1, 2, * , m. Define A = Ek= Aji, = E=i /1j and p = A//.
Then as p-> 1 the mean waiting time in queue, W, satisfies
k

m

E A

(23)
W--

i=1

, + bE 2
i=1

2,p2(1- p)

Let i = A/n denote the arrival rate of sets to region i and = = X = kAln
denote the overall arrival rate of sets. Since the interarrival time in each subregion is
a geometric sum of interarrival times in the entire region, one can easily show that
the variance of the interarrival time of sets from subregion i, a2,, is given by
rai=

n o,

+ --2 ) '

where od is the variance of the interarrival times of demands to the entire region i.
This implies that
oa,

+

.

We shall use the fact that for large values of k, the right-hand side above is
Using these facts and
approximately (1/A)i2, and in heavy traffic, X=m/E[r].
we
can
therefore
establish
and
the
(22),
following limit for W,,, the
applying (21)
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time a set waits in queue:
+A(
()2

-2(

-

AA2n+ 2 osS+
+o )

m(n/k)

E[TI)

2(1-P

-

(x) dx)

\mn

mvvn

Note that the stabilityconditionfor this queue implies that
p

+

AP3
f(x)dx
mvVu i

< 1,

whichimplies
A2p2(

n>

(x)

m22(1

dx)2

-p)2

so n - ooas p - 1 and thus using TSP asymptotics is valid in heavy traffic.

The waitingtime Wst,is not itself the wait for serviceof an individualdemand;it is
the wait in queue for a set. The time of arrivalof a set is actuallythe time of arrival
of the last demandin that set. Therefore, we must add the time a demandwaits for
its set to form, denoted W-, and also the time it takes to complete service of the
demandonce its set enters service, denoted W+. By conditioningon the position of
a randomlychosen demandin its tour, one can easily show that

w- 1 n) k n

2 k/ A 2A'

and

W+_ (n

+0()

where the 0(Vn) term is due to the TSP travel cost to service the sets of size n/k.
Adding W-, W+ and W,t we obtain the following bound on Tu:

wt
P d[1 1
M(l
T-2A 2(1-p-

mv

1
ff(x) dx

mv\n fs

Makinga change of variableto

A f f (x) dx
mv(1 - p)Vn'

the bound can be written
AI2(Jff(x))
2m2(

d

(1 +

2M2mV2(jl-p)2y2

MjP) A[
+

(u + O(y2(1 -p)2)
p)(
)
2(1 - p)(1 -y)
2(

(1 - p)
l( - p)

l
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An approximate optimal value for y is

V

[1

m
1 -)

1

OF

(1+M

2(f 2(x))dx

Substituting this value into the above bound we find that as p -1,
:(ff

Tu2(x)

dx) 1 +

2m2v2(1

- p)2

The theorem then follows by
where the second-order term is O((1 - p)-).
in Theorem 1 and choosing k
to
the
bound
behavior
above
the
leading
comparing
arbitrarily large.
Remark. Note the k radial cuts play an important role in this policy. They reduce
the third component of the waiting time, W+, the wait for the vehicle to reach a
demand once its set enters service, by a factor of 1/k over our previous policies in
[6] which used no radial cuts. Since this component of the waiting time, along with
W+, is a leading order term, the reduction is significant. Indeed, this minor
modification results in a system time one half as large as the original TSP policy
presented in [6].
Remark. Though the provable guarantee on this policy is 1-8, we conjecture that
it is in fact an asymptotically optimal policy in heavy traffic. We base this conjecture
on heuristic arguments. In particular, we have been able to show that if it is optimal
to always clear a region (such as a radial region) before moving on to service a new
region, then y = P3/V2 in Theorem 1. A complete proof of this conjecture, however,
remains an interesting challenge.
4.2. A provably good spatially biased policy for piecewise uniform demand. We
next propose a policy that achieves a performance guarantee of p2/2y2- 1.8 with
respect to the spatially biased bound lower bound when f is a piecewise uniform
density, i.e. there exists a partition of s into J subsets Sl, 2,, ', dj with
bounded perimeter P such that f(x) = pj Vx E dj, j = 1, 2, ** , J. For such a density
r

J

Jf3(x) dx =

Aj.
j=l

Note that this density is not K-Lipschitz; however, one can modify it by linearly
smoothing the function throughout a strip of width E>O about the perimeter
between the subsets i1, 2, . ', sJ. Call this smoothed function f,(x). The
resulting fe(x) is K-Lipschitz with K of order (1/E) maxi,j I|li - jl. Further, since the
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area over which f(x)
f

(x) is O(Pe) and
3(X)

dx = f

(x) dx +

If (x)

-f/(x)l

(P(max |ui

= O(max,.j i1 -jil),
-

E
|)E),

and thus If, f3(x) dx - Ji f (x) dxl = O(E). In what follows we analyzethe problem
and state our results for the piecewise uniform case directly;however, one should
bear in mind that we can always approximatesuch a f(x) arbitrarilyclosely by a
K-Lipschitzfunctionf,(x) in orderto satisfythe technicalrequirementsof Theorem1.
Though such piecewise constant densities are not perfectly general, one could
approximatea continuous density by a piecwise constant density. Moreover, in
practicea piecewise uniformdensity is probablyan adequatemodel.
The policy itself is defined as follows.
The biased (B) TSP policy. Let Sl, 2,' , sj be a partitionof d such that
f(x) =MjVXxe dj, j = 1, 2, ?** , J. Let Aj denote the area of dj. For a given positive
integer k, partition each subset dj further into kj = ,iAjk regions of area
Aj/kj = (p4k)-' (k is a scale factor that will be chosen arbitrarilylarge; hence, we
assumean integerkj can be found such that kj/k is sufficientlyclose to pjAj). Within
each of these subregions,form demandsinto sets of size n/k as they arrive. As sets
are formed, deposit them in a queue and service them FCFS with the first available
vehicle as follows: (1) solve a TSP on the set; (2) connect the tour to the depot
through an arbitrarypoint in the tour; and (3) follow the resulting tour in an
arbitrarydirectionservicingdemandsas they are encountered.Optimizeover n.
Let the system of this policy be denoted TB. We shall prove the following
theorem.
Theorem5. If f is a piecewise uniformdensity and TB is the optimal system time
over the class of biased policies satisfyingP1-P3, then
-TB2-y
- 272
T*

1-8

as p -1.

Proof. We againbegin by obtainingthe firsttwo momentsof the randomvariable
r, the time to service a randomlychosen set of demands.A set formed in sij will be
called a typej set. Let pj =- ijAj denote the probabilitythat a randomlyselected set is
a type j set. (Note that since the set size is n/k in all subregions,the probabilitythat
a randomly selected demand is contained in a type j set is the same as the
probabilitythat a randomlyselected set is of type j.) Let the random variable Lj
denote the length of a tour on a type j set. Then
E[T] = (n/k)g + pjE[Lj].
Vij=
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We show below that as p - 1, n - oo;therefore
kE[Lj]

=

=~i~

A

kj

(V~)

Note that the connection cost to the depot is 0(1) and thus its contribution to
E[Lj]/V- is negligible as n - oo. Substituting this above implies that as n-> oo
J
JI
E[T]
+
+
iA.
s
s
Js
p
(24)
PV
n
(n/k)

vvn

fnj=

=1

To determine o2 we let L be a random variable such that L = Lj with probability
pj, j = 1, *, J. Then
or=

u2 + Var [L] =

2+ E pj Var [Lj]
kj=

Since Var [Lj]= 0(1), for large n and fixed k
__

0(1)
n

2

-- = a2
n/k

(25)

Defining W-, W+ and W,stas before, we have
W-cEnJ/k 1
W=

J2
5(pjX)/kj

)

kj

(26)

2.,
2--Xj=,
1 tiAi

2-j

and

J

n

W+

-2k

(27)
=

2k

v,=

p
jE[Lj

s + 0(VI).

The queue defined by this policy is again a E GI/G/m queue. Let
kA p

=

n kj
and a7, denote, respectively,the arrivalrate and varianceof the interarrivaltime of
sets from the ith subregion of dj, i = 1, *

, kj. Let A = Ef=I E? I ji = k,A/n denote

the overall arrivalrate of sets. Then, by the same reasoningas in the unbiasedcase
we find that
O2
at)=

k\p,a

a

+ (

p

(pj/kj)2A

+
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and therefore

i

J k.

Jk?kki
3orii (pjCnk)

kj+

i

j=1

j=-i=1

jP
P

JEl

f

(A

kX

A2pj

Ui?a

(Pj()

(

J

k))

I

+

i))

pj(1

Again, we use the fact that for large values of k, the right-hand side above is
approximately (1/A)A2. Substituting this approximate expression into Theorem 4 and
using Equations (24) and (25) we obtain
1
a2, \ o'0(1)/I
(A2+ m2 (nlk)
iA2 +m2-(
1

2(1

-

+

-E

2(1 -p-

kAE[r}]

n

PiAa,)

Adding the bounds (26) and (27) to the above expression we obtain that as p-> 1,

TB~

('

~
2A=

A,A+j(?~/1
k )

(

1

)

2 1-p-

0(1)))
iA

mv

nj=

In terms of
=
Jy

mv(l - p)Vn

we have

Ai)3)(

[(E
TB=

2m2v2(1

A ,
+

1

-2-

(

A

k

)]

_ p)2y2

(+2 + 0(1))

1

1- p)

n

2( l-p)( l-y)
An approximateoptimalvalue for y is
y'2

2

+

- p))

0y(l

(1-p))

4A, +A

i
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Substituting this into the bound on TBfor p -> 1 we obtain
' J
J
`iA m_

T/B

i )(Aj)+ (

[(
-

Aj)-

2m2v2(1- p)2
where the second-order term is 0((1 - p)-2). For large k, this is arbitrarily close to
p2(

TB

E tiAj

2m22(1

-p)2

Comparing this to the lower bound in Theorem 2 establishes the theorem provided
that the policy is in the class t when f(x) is replaced by a K-Lipschitz
approximation f,(x). As described, the policy is not in X since the waiting time
W(x) is discontinuous at the boundaries of the subregions; however, one can modify
the policy by randomly assigning points to adjacent subregions over a strip of width
E about the boundary in such a way that the waiting times W(x) become
K-Lipschitz. Further, one can show that the resulting system time for such a
modified policy satisfies
AP2(sE

TB

"

iAj +

(E))3

2m2v2(1 - p)2

Comparing this to the lower bound in Theorem 2 when f(x) is replaced by f,(x) for
an arbitrarily small E > 0 completes the proof.
4.3. A numerical investigation of the performance of the space-filling curve (SFC)
and nearest-neighbor (NN) policies. In two policies we have examined thus far all
have constant factor guarantees in heavy traffic. However, they use optimal tours,
which in practice are difficult to compute. In this section, we perform simulation
experiments on two alternative policies that are more computationally efficient. The
first is the space-filling curve (SFC) proposed originally by Bartholdi and Platzman
in [2]; the second is the simple nearest-neighbor (NN) policy. These policies show
new interesting behavior and also suggest a generic approach using simulation to
estimate the behavior of policies which cannot be rigorously analyzed.
The policies are defined formally as follows.
The SFC policy. Let '6= {0 10 0_ 1} denote the unit circle and Y=
1, 0-y - 1} denote the unit square. A space-filling curve is a
{(x, y) I 0-x
continuous mapping Vi from 6 onto 9Ythat preserves certain 'nearness' properties
(cf. Platzman and Bartholdi [16] and [1] for details). The particular curve we use is
defined in [1]. Without loss of generality, suppose we scale distance so that the
service region 4 is contained in Y and maintain the pre-images of all demands in the
system (i.e. their corresponding positions in c). Then the SFC policy is to service
demands as they are encountered in repeated clockwise sweeps of the circle Wg.
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A2

(Area = 1 - e)

(Area = E)

Figure 1. An extreme case general demand example

The NN policy. At each service completion epoch, the vehicle chooses to visit
next the closest unserveddemand.
In [6], we showed via simulationstudy that the system time for these two policies
has the same form as the TSP policies; namely, for the uniformcase,
T "
T

AA

2

2v

1

vV2(1- p)2'

where YSFC 0-66 and YNN =0-64. In comparison, the modified TSP policy which
has yTSP= 051 and the lower bound of Theorem 1 has a value yLB = 0-38. We next

investigatethe distributionalbehavior of these two policies using a similar set of
simulationexperiments.This analysisalso suggests a generic approachto estimating
the behaviorof policies that cannot be rigorouslyanalyzed.
4.3.1. Simulationexperiments.The general demanddistributionused in the simulation experimentsis the one shown in Figure 1. The regions d1 and S2 have areas E
and 1 - respectively. Within each region demands are uniformly distributed.
Points fall in region sd, with probability1- 6 and in region i2 with probability6.
Thus, the density is piecewise uniformwith
1-6
(28)

X E Si1

f(x) =
l-

X E -2-

We used identicalsimulationtechniques(i.e. same simulationcode with different
f(x)) as in [6]. (See [6] for details.) To estimate the dependenceof the system time
for each policy, we set E = 10-4 and fixed A = 1, s = 0.1, a2 = 0 and p = 0-8. Then, a

different simulation run was performed for 11 values of 6 in the range 0-05 to
0-9999. (This last value correspondsto uniform demand.) The observed average
number in the system (which is proportional to the average system time) was
recordedfor each 6 for both the SFC and NN policies.
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4.3.2. Distributionalbehaviorof SFC and NN policies. Before examiningthe results
of the simulationruns, it is useful to consider the following representationof the
dependenceof the system time on the densityf(x):
T=@8(
T=

AH(a

)

2v2(1- p)2

where
(x) dx

(a) = [f
In the unbiased case a =

4 and in the optimal biased case a = 2. For the particular

densityf(x) given by (28) and for E small,
E(c)

[6 ~(1-- )'-

-

and thereforefor a particularpolicy u
log()-

log(T,)

where c, depends on the policy and the system parameters(A, s, etc.) and a gives
the distributionaldependenceof the policy. Thus, by plotting log (T,) (or log (N,))
againstlog (6) and performinga linear regression,one can estimate a and hence the
distributionaldependence of the policy ,u. We would expect a value of a = 4 for
unbiased policies and a value of a = 3 for policies that behave like the optimal
baisedpolicy. Note that since log (-) is increasingand log (6) < 0, highervalues of a
imply lower system times.
Figure 2 shows a log-log plot of the sample average number in the system as a
1-

0Z
0

-1-

Slope = 080
/

^
Slope = 1-371

E 13
*

log (NNN)
log (SFCN)

log ()
Figure 2. Simulation results for SFC and NN policies for general demand distribution
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functionof 6 for our simulationruns. The least squaresestimateof the slope of each
line is shown in Figure 2 as well. For the SFC policy, the estimated slope of 0-80
correspondsto a = 0 44 while for the NN policy, the slope of 1-37 implies a = 0.58.
These values suggest that the SFC policy performsapproximatelylike an unbiased
policy since its value of a, is close to I, though its performanceappears to be
somewhatworse (higher a) than a purely unbiased policy. The NN policy, on the
other hand, seems to performbetter than a purelyunbiasedpolicy but not as well as
an optimal biased policy; that is, it achieves a higher value of a than an unbiased
policy could, but does not achieve a value of a = 2 as in an optimallybiased policy.
These results suggest a means of characterizingother analytically intractable
policies; namelyestimatef, and a, as we did above and use the approximation
T,

2

A^( )
m22V(l_ p)2'

For example, this estimationmight be performedusing operatingdata from a 'live'
system and the resultsused to evaluate currentoperatingpractice.
5. Relationshipbetween biased and unbiased behavior
To review, we have determinedthat
=m

2(2jl-

p)2)

where for the uniform demand case, E=A, for the spatially unbiased general
demand case E= (f f(x)dx)2 and for spatially biased general demand case
We next briefly examine the relationshipamong these various
E=(S.ff3(x)dx)3.
distributionalbehaviors.
Since unbiasedserviceis a constraint,the system time of the optimalbiasedpolicy
should be lower than the optimal unbiased policy for all densitiesf. This is indeed
the case as shown by the following proposition,which also gives the relationshipof
the generaldistributioncase to the uniformcase.
Proposition1. For any continuousdensity functionf(x) defined over the region
si of area A
A

[

f(x)

dx]

[

f(x)

dx]

with equalityholdingthroughoutif and only if f(x) = 1/A, Vx E i.
Proof. The proof requiresthe following inequalityof Hardyet al. [9].
Lemma6 (Hardyet al.). If a > 1 or a < 0, g(x) > 0 and h(x) - 0 then
fg(x-) '

(x) dx (> g(x) dx)

fh(x) dx)

with equalityif and only if g(x)/h(x) is constantfor all x.
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For the first inequality in our proposition, take g(x)=f(x), h(x)=f?(x) and
a =2 above, and note that g(x)l-h(x)a=f-'(x)f(x)
=1 which implies that
fS g(x)'- h(x)a dx =

fs dx = A. Also,

(f g(x) dx)

(fh(x)

dx)=

(ff2(x) dx).2

c

Thus,
2(x)dx)

A=(ff

with equality if and only if f(x)I/f(x) =f (x) is constant for all x, which implies
f(x) = /A, VXxe .
For the second inequality,take g(x) =f2(x), h(x) =f (x) and ac=-2 above and
note that g(x)'- h(x)` =f2(x)f-(x) =f(x) and fj f(x) dx = 1 we obtain
(ffi(x)

x) dx

dx) l(

Equality holds above if and only if f3(x)/f
implying f(x) = 1/A, Vx E S.

1.

(x) =f (x) is constant for all x, again

Remark. Proposition1 says that a uniformdensity is the worstpossible and that
any deviation from uniformityin the demand distributionwill strictly lower the
optimal mean system time in either the unbiased or biased case. In addition,
allowingbiased service will result in a strict reductionof the optimal mean system
time for any non-uniformdistributionf. Also, note that when the density is uniform
there is nothingto be gained by providingbiased service.
One may questionhow differentthe systemtimes for a biased and unbiasedpolicy
may be in general. That is, how much can one gain by discriminatingaccordingto
location? Or, alternatively, how much does one lose by imposing an unbiased
serviceconstraint?The answeris that in the worst case the two can be arbitrarilyfar
apart.This is illustratedby the simulationexample in Figure 1. For the density used
in this example, it is straightforwardto show that for a fixed 6 >0 and - 0,
[

(x) dx

= 6(1 - e) + 0(e)

and
[f(x)

dx]

=6 2(1-

) +O(E).

Thus, there exists a constantc such that in heavy traffic

as e-> 0,
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where TF and TD are, respectively, the optimal unbiased and biased mean system
times. Since 6 >0 can be arbitrarilysmall, this says that in heavy trafficthe cost of
the optimal unbiased policy can be unboundedrelative to the cost of the optimal
biasedpolicy.
Intuitively, one can explain the behavior of this example as follows. In an
unbiasedpolicy, the few points that fall in the large regions M2 must be visited as
regularlyas the large number of points that fall in the much smaller region i1.
However, visiting the points in /2 is time-consumingsince they are typically far
away from neighboring points. These infrequent yet time-consuming trips to
demandsin S2 impose large delays on the demandsin 1i,which in turn dragsdown
the overall mean system time. In a biased policy, we can allow the relativelysmall
number of demands in M2 to wait much longer than the demands in X,. The
demandsin /2 then build up and can be serviced more efficientlywith largertours.
This frees up more vehicle time to service the much higherfractionof demandsthat
land in S1, improvingtheir system time. The net result is to reduce the overall
system time.
6. On the tightnessof the lower bounds for the general case
In the proof of Lemma 4, one can see that very little of the vehicle routing
structureinherent in the DTRP was used. Indeed, we only used the fact that the
service was sequential (i.e. one demand served at a time) and the normalized
waiting times satisfied P3. This allowed us to establish that the mean number left
behind by a departurefrom any given region was asymptoticallythe same as the
time-averagenumberin queue in that region. The bound therefore applies to any
systemin whichpoints arriverandomlyto a Euclideanregion and are then removed
sequentiallyaccordingto some given rule. For example, we might remove a point
afterit spendsa constantamountof time T in the system, in whichcase the expected
nearest-neighbordistance E[Z*] and the mean number in queue N would also
satisfy Lemma 4. A DTRP policy, in this sense, simply defines one such rule for
removingpoints; namely, remove a point after a vehicle following a given policy M
has completed its on-site service. In this section, we show that the lower bound in
Lemma 4 is in fact tight within this broader class of removal rules, and therefore
more vehicle routing features of the DTRP need to be exploited if one wants to
improveon these bounds.
6.1. An optimalremovalrule. As in the DTRP, considera region s that receives
arrivalsaccordingto a renewal process with intensity A. The locations of arriving
points are i.i.d. and distributedaccordingto a general spatial densityf(x). Points
are removedfrom the system accordingto the following rule.
Optimalremoval rule. Each arrivalof a new point triggersa round of removals.
A round of removals proceeds as follows: the oldest point in the system that is
within a radiusz of any neighboringpoint is removed. (z > 0 is an arbitrarilysmall
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constant.) The second oldest point with z of any of the remainingpoints is then
removed, etc. The round continues until no more points are left within z of any
other point. Though these removals are sequenced, we assume the round of
removals takes place instantaneously.This process is repeated for every arriving
point.
Theorem6. For the optimalremovalrule,

2If

E[Z*] = 3--

3V;r \ JN_

f(x) dx.

Proof. We first analyzethis policy for the uniformdemandcase. Note that at the
end of a round,all points in the system are more than a distancez from their nearest
neighbor. Also, arrivingpoints are never eliminatedin the round of removals that
they initiate. This is because all points within a radius z of the arrivingpoint are
necessarilyolder and thus will be eliminatedbefore the currentarrivalis considered.
Similarly,all points in the system at the time of an arrivalthat are within a distance
z of the arrivalslocation will be eliminated during its round because the arriving
point is alwaysthe newest.
Given these observations, we see that a point waits in the system until a
subsequentarrivalfalls withina distancez of it, at whichpoint it is eliminatedby the
roundof removalsgeneratedby this arrival.Since the probabilitythat an arrivalfalls
withinz of any given locationis nz2/A (ignoringedge effects because z is small) and
the mean interarrivaltime of points is 1/A, the waitingtime, W, under this policy is
A

W.rz2'

We next determinethe expected nearest-neighbordistanceat the time of removal,
E[Z*]. Considerthe removalepoch of a point i whose location we denote xi. Note
that at the removalepoch there is only one point within a radiusz of xi, namely the
point that initiatedthe round of removals.Thus, the arrivingpoint that triggersthe
removalof i is alwaysthe nearestneighborto xi. Since the arrivingpoint's locationis
uniformlydistributedwithin the circle of radiusz about xi, we have
E[Z*]=

P{Z*>x}

dx

= J12)dX
=J f(1-z2dx
-== 2.Z.

Using the expressionfor W above we have
A
AWJr

Z

7rA
.rN
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which substitutedinto the expressionfor E[Z*] implies
2
E[Z*l= 3v
.
Comparingthis to the bound in Lemma 4 and recallingthat p(x) =f(x)= 1/A for
the spatiallyunbiased,uniformcase proves the theorem for the uniformcase.
This result can be extended to the non-uniformcase by taking the radiusz above
to be a functionof a point's locationx; that is, z(x). Define
z(X) = Vf(x) )

where > 0 is an arbitrarilysmall constant.Note that the conditionalwait given that
a point arrivesat locationx satisfies(for sufficientlysmall z(x))
1

=

E[W I X= x] = (x)rz2(x)

1

and is therefore the same as the unconditional waiting time W. Using this
observation,we can write z(x) as follows:
z(x)

=

Nf ()Jr '

For the same reasonsas in the unformcase,
E[Z* X = xx] = z(x)=

2
33

f-(x)N-.

Unconditioningimplies
E[Z*]=

2f(x)
3Vjr VWV

dx,

whichestablishesthe theorem for generalf(x) as well.
Remark. We have not discovered an analogous example for the general biased
case.
Remark. The bound in Lemma 4 is in essence a dynamic counterpartto the
following static nearest neighbor bound for n uniformly distributed points in a
region of area A:
E[Z*]>5
which is used in the probabilisticanalysis of Euclidean problems such as the TSP,
matching and minimum spanning tree [15]. In the same sense that this nearest
neighborbound is weak for the static TSP, one can see that the bound of Lemma4
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is likely to be weak for the DTRP. This suggests that the provable performance
bound of 1-83 for the unbiased and biased policies is indeed too pessimistic.
7. Further extensions
7.1. General demand distributions and capacitated vehicles. Most of the results
for the general demand distributions extend to the capacitated vehicle case as well.
The capacity constraint we consider is an upper bound of q on the number of
demands a vehicle can serve before it must visit the depot at x,. We let

r E[IIX - xll] denote the average distancefrom a demand location to the depot.
We shall only summarize results in this section since the analysis closely parallels the
arguments we have seen in previous sections and in [6] and [7].
By using the more general bound on the nearest neighbor distance E[Z*] of
Lemma 4 in the arguments of [7], one can show the following theorems.
Theorem 7. Within the class of spatially unbiased policies,

lim
lim

p+2Xr/(mvq)- I

~ )2>
2A(1 +)[f2Xdx]
T* ( 1-p_ _ 2AF
(
= 9
m v2
mvq

where y _ 2/3V/.
Theorem 8. With the class of spatially biased policies

lim
lim

p+2).r/(mvq)-

T*( 1-p-2
1 _ p _ 2AF)2
1

mvq/

2A >1 + ) [f

9

m v

(x) dx]

where y _ 2/3VF.
A provably good unbiased policy for the finite-capacity case can be obtained by
modifying the unbiased policy from Theorem 3 as follows: as sets of size n/k are
formed, partition these sets into feasible tours of at most q points using the tour
partitioning heuristic of Haimovich and Rinnooy Kan [8] as was done for the
modified qTP policy in [7]. Serve these sets FCFS and optimize over n. For large k
the resulting system time, Tqu, then satisfies
(
)'( (x(l)

dx)

Tqu
2m2v2 1

p -

2Ar\2

-- )mq

mvq

which implies the same performance guarantee as in the uniform case (cf. [7]).
An identical tour partitioning modification applied to the sets formed in the
spatially biased policy of Theorem 5 gives a policy with a system time, TqB,
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satisfying
-

i2(1
TqB

q

'"

3(x) dx

)2(,

2 2

2

2T2
2m2v2(1
-p - m )
mvq

These policies and bounds describe the behavior of the most general version of
the DTRP we have seen thus far and give a comprehensive picture of how a rich set
of parameters influences congestion in dynamic vehicle routing systems.
7.2. High dimensions. Most of the DTRP bounds and policies can be extended to
Euclidean subsets S of Rd for arbitrary dimension d. We examine this extension
briefly in this section.
Modifications to the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 give the following bounds.
Theorem 9. Within the class of spatially unbiased policies,
y(d)dAd-

lim T*(1

p-1

[f(d

-l)/d(x)

dx]

mdv

p)d >

m dd

where
Y(d)

=
Tr(
d+1

d+l +

)'1

Cd

and
Cd

1)

is the volume of the ball of unit radius in dimension d (r(x) is the usual gamma
function).
Theorem 10. Within the class of spatially biased policies

y(d)dAd-[ f dl(d+1(x) dx]
lim T*(1 -p)d

mdv
m

p--.i

v

where
y( -)

d+

d +1

l

Cd)
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Again, similar results holds for the capacitated problem, in which case (1- p)
becomes (1 - p - (2Ar/mvq)) in the above bound and also y(d) is replaced by
y(d)/3.
In a similarmanner,one can analyzethe variousservice policies in d dimensions.
The results parallelthose in the two-dimensionalcase; namely, there are constants
y,,(d) that depend only on the policy and the dimensiond such that the system time,
T,, satisfies
T_-

yd

d

Xd-l (d)
d

as p-i

d

m v (1 _ p)d

where E(d) = V for the uniformcase,
(d) = [

f(d-'})d(x)
dx]

for the spatiallyunbiasedcase and
d= [f(fda+)(x)

dx]

for the spatiallybiased case. For example, the modifiedTSP policy in d dimensions
has a constantvalue of P(d)/2'", where f(d) is the d-dimensionalTSP constant.
An interestingresult is found by examiningthis policy for d- oo. In [5], it was
By
conjecturedand subsequentlyproved in [18] that for dr-oo, P(d) - V/I2re.
1 and
the fact that for d- oo, d/(d + 1) - 1, (l/(d + l))l/d
using

r(Id+ 1) - V

d\d/2+1

() )

/

exp (-

),

to show that
it is straightforward
y(d)
as d- ooas well. Thereforewe have the following theorem.
Theorem11. For the uncapacitated,m-server DTRP, the modifiedTSP policy is
an optimal heavy traffic policy asymptotically as d - oo.

This theorem gives further evidence of the asymptoticoptimality of the modified
TSP policy, whichwe have conjecturedis optimal for d = 2.
8. Conclusions
We analyzed dynamic vehicle routing problems in Euclidean regions under
general distributionalassumptions.The analysis yields simple expressions for the
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system time that provide structuralinsight into the effects of trafficintensity, on-site
servicecharacteristics,the number,speed and capacityof vehicles employed, service
region size, the distributionof demand locations and bias constraints.Such insights
can be used to develop strategicplanningmodels for terminallocation, fleet sizing
and districting.We see such strategicplanningmodels as a potentiallyfruitful area
for furtherappliedresearch.
A recurringfinding in our analysis is that static vehicle routing methods when
properly adapted can yield near optimal or perhaps even optimal policies for
dynamic routing problems. This is an encouragingresult on several levels. On a
theoreticallevel, it suggeststhat there is indeed a connectionbetween the static and
dynamic problems; that is, the DTRP has geometrical characteristicsthat are
intimately related to the corresponding characteristicsfor static VRPs. On a
practicallevel, the results imply that most of the exact algorithms,heuristicsand
insightswhich have been developed over the years of investigationof static VRPs
are not irrelevantin this context and can in fact form the basis for effective policies
in dynamic,stochasticenvironments.
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